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At Random 

I-INDIVIDUAL .HYGIENE 
Everyone His/Her Own Hygienist 

THE whole trend of modern conditions of war appears to be towards special
ization, to the production of technical specialists, the trained isolated group 
fighters and the individuals taught to work and act alone in the fog and confu-· 
sion of battle. 

Each individual, however, whether for himself or for the group which he/she 
commands, needs training in many other aspects apart from his/her specialism. 
One of those aspects which closely concerns the Medical Services is that of 
individual training in hygiene and personal hygiene. 

In the airborne group, the deep-penetration patrol, the infirtrating infantry, 
in the organised resistance-movement, in the isolated outpost and in the attached 
liaison mission it is the personal training in hygiene which counts in the preserva
tion of the efficiency of the individual. 

With the present shortages of man~ (and woman-) power, with the increaseo 
time-factor in training and with the emphasis on individual performance the 
hygienic protection of each individual becomes of greater and greater importance 
as the value of the trained individual increases. In each monthly issue of the 
Journal accounts of operations and discussion of ways and means emphasize 
the value of the trained individual. 

General hygienic protection can be taught and is given to the mass and to 
the individual .and forms already a considerable part of the Services' training; 
but, fundamentaIly, it is the individual's training in and reaction to hygiene 
which counts. 

Is this aspect of, training receiving enough attention in the varied mass of 
knowledge which modern conditions impose? Is the time available for and 
allotted to .such training sufficient? Is the modern Service man (or woman) 
being sufficiently taught to be able to protect himself and herself to maintain 
personal health and value in peace or war? Is, in fact, each being taught to be 
a competent individual hygienist? 

ll-SI GNA TURES 
............................................. ; the patient remains I.S.Q., and now has no complaints. 

~. 
Captain, :R.AM.C .. 

o i/c X Ward. 
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174 At Rdndon 

............................................. ; in rear of point r 50 is a spot suitable for an A.D.S. 
and is recommended. 

............................................. , 
leave. 

go far. 

Lt.-Col., R.A.M.C. 
Comdg. 999 Field Ambulance. 

the Board therefore recommend' three months sick 

Colonel, 
A:D.M.S. lOOth District. 

alIl efficient and promising young officer who should 

. Major-General, 
D.D.M.S. 

Why is it that doctors, professors, lawyers a~d the clergy are so notorious for, 
and in fact too often have, such extremely bad handwriting as to be practically 
illegible, both in tpe ,text of their writing and in their signatures. 

In the text it may be possible to decipher the main or important words from 
the context, from their general appearance, from an intelligent or other guess. 
:alJ.t with the signa,ture this hardly is possible and an irritated assumption may 
well be wrong. . . ' 

Surely a signature worth writing at all IS worth writing so that others can 
read it! ! . 

The members of these professions, even the Professors, Specialists and 
Authorities amongst them, have, we may presume, had '3. considerable education 
based on a supposedly good grounding. It has certainly cost enough, even before 
the present price range of labour and commodities. The outlay of some £1,000 
to £3,000 on each education should surely have secured an adequate grounding 
in the three Rs ! ' 

And yet the results shown above can often be seen in Case Notes, Board 
Proceedings, Appreciations and Confidential Reports. 

For contemporaries, bank-managers and chemists. the decoding of these 
cipher-signatures may be a possible or even an easy accomplishment. We under
stand that bank-managers and chemists have special tuition In the art; but 
for subsequent readers-with-ordinary-education the task may well be impossible. 

May not we, the subsequent readers:of-ordinary-education, in the Services. 
then insist on an adequate solution to this ever-recurring difficulty? Is it too 
much to ask that the Professor or Specialist should sign a legible signature, or 
alternatively should print his nomenclature beneath his hieroglyph or possibly 
that the future aspirants to these professional heights should be trained on 
entry into the Services and that the Junior or, perhaps, even the Senior Course 
at the College should include an elementary section on signing legible 
signatures. 
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